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							CLASS 
							
Design R&D Diemmebi 
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Design Sandonà Bettini 
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Design R&D Diemmebi 
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							ECLIPSE 
							
A continuous line, curved like the elliptical orbits of the planets, generates a clean and essential seat, which transmits lightness.
The Eclipse monocoque chair, designed by Angelo Pinaffo, is available in 6 different versions: four legs, both in metal and in wood, sled, swivel, bench as well as a version with a more glamorous touch made entirely of steel rod. Eclipse, with its vintage appeal, is a chair that wisely comfort and aesthetics. The different versions allow a wide coverage in terms of application environments, to cover a greater number of projects. Metal frame painted with epoxy powders or chrome. Monocoque in glass-fiber reinforced polypropylene, containing anti-UV additive as standard, also in the self-extinguishing version. Solutions adaptable to the different surfaces of the contract worlds. This is the proposal of the Paduan designer Angelo Pinaffo who for the Venetian company has signed more pieces between its best-selling.

2020 Red Dot Award
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Preserving the past for the future
            
Moving forward together with the community and the territory since 1983, the founding year of Diemmebi as a company producing metal furniture structures that expanded its expertise over the years to the design of its own chairs, tables and accessories for community, urban and domestic contract settings with an inclusive approach for the health and well being of future generations.
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                The Environment is Everyone's Heritage

                Discover more
            

            
                An enterprise, regardless of its production reality,
must consider its respect and preservation as irreplaceable values.
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                        We want to thank you all the visitors of Interzum Cologne...
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                            Benefit Company        
                
                                        
        
                
                        Diemmebi has become Benefit Company
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                            SALONE DEL MOBILE 2023        
                
                                        
        
                
                        Urbantime showcase its outdoor collevtion at Salone del Mobile..
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                        Interesting article on Plast Magazine, which includes among the selections
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                            CALA wins Red Dot for high design quality        
                
                                        
        
                
                        CALA wins Red Dot for high design quality
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                            NON COMPETITION DRESS YOUR CHAIR        
                
                                        
        
                
                        Diemmebi create a new experience through S'mesh, promotingthe first "non-competition" devoted to a furnishing product
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                        The Red Dot boasts a tradition of over 60 years.
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                        Diemmebi has decided to implement a more circular approach by including recycled compounds...
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                        Cala chair, designed by Martin Ballendat received two important prizes.. 
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Via dell'industria 14
31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV) Italia

Tel: +39 0438 912433
Fax: +39 0438 500392

            


             


            
                LEARN MORE

Company

Certifications

Company Profile

Urbantime.it
            


            


            
                POLICIES

Quality policy

Privacy policy

Cookies policy

Legal info
            


            
                We have a lot of interesting things for you!

Stay updated

Subscribe to our newsletter
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        Cookies and privacy

This site uses cookies, including third parties, in order to improve your experience and to provide services in line with your preferences. By clicking the link "Settings", you can find information to disable the use of cookies, but in this case the site will not work properly. For more information on what data is contained in the cookies, please see our Cookies Policy page.
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Cookie Settings




A cookie is a small piece of data that a website asks your browser to store on your computer or mobile device. The cookie allows the website to "remember" your actions or preferences over time.



Through the settings below you can indicate which cookies you want to accept. Please note that due to the non-acceptance of cookies some of the functionality of this website may not be available. More information about the use of data and the various cookies can be found in our  privacy and cookie policy. 
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